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In this paper, the basic context of Synthetic Differential Geometry is enriched by axioms of 
a local nature in order to give an internal version of Mather’s stability theorem which is also con- 
ceptually simpler than the classical one in view of the assumption of the representability of germ 
mappings as mappings on an infinitesimal domain. This result, when interpreted in suitable 
models of SDG, gives back not just the classical result which motivated it, but also the analogous 
theorem of Wassermann’s for unfoldings. The paper is a sequel to M. Bunge, “Synthetic aspects 
of C” mappings”, J. Pure Appl. Algebra 28, 1983. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we continue the program initiated in [5], of exploiting the represent- 
ability of R-valued germs at 0 E R” of mappings R n -+ R, as mappings on an in- 
finitesimal domain (with R the ring of line type of Synthetic Differential Geometry), 
in order to both conceptually and technically simplify the classical theory of stable 
mappings. This step further has been made possible partly by additional work done 
in the meantime, notably by [2,3,7, 10,16,25]. 
Specifically, by enriching the basic context of SDG [15] with axioms of a local 
nature, we prove (Sections 3, 4) an internal version of Mather’s theorem [22] for 
infinitesimally (or o(n) = ll{O}) represented germs. This theorem establishes an 
equivalence between the local notion of stability and the ‘algebraic’ (in fact, in- 
finitesimal) notion of infinitesimal stability, and constitutes, together with the 
various density results available - such as Thorn’s transversality theorem [29] - an 
essential tool in the classification of singularities (cf. [l, 4,13,20,30]). 
In order to achieve our ultimate goal, but also for the purposes of this work, we 
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introduce (Section 1) an internal version of the weak Cm-topology on spaces of 
smooth mappings, and use it both in the proof of Mather’s theorem (Section 4) as 
well as in order to reinterpret (Section 2) several ‘density’ results of [5] - suitably 
‘germified’ first - as true density results in an internal sense. 
The axiomatics assumed (and almost totally employed) in this work, consists of: 
Axiorvl I (Kock-Lawvere); Axiom II (Tinyness of the jet representing objects); 
Axiom III (Germ representability); Axiom IV (Tinyness of the germ representing 
objects); Postulate A (R is a field in the sense of Kock); Postulate WAZ (R is an 
ordered ring and the Euclidean topology on R” satisfies the covering property); 
Postulate WA2 (Infinitesimal integrability of vector fields); Postulate I.1 (In- 
finitesimal inversion); Postulate D (Density of regular values), and Postulate P 
(Malgrange-Mather-Weierstrass Preparation theorem). All but the last two axioms 
have been previously introduced and shown to hold in the Dubuc topos 9 =@‘, 
of sheaves for the open cover topology on the opposite of the category B of finitely 
generated Cm-rings with germ determined ideals of presentation (cf. [8,9]). We 
perform this task here (Sections 2, 3) for the last two axioms in the list. 
The main features of our work here are the following: 
(1) By working in an axiomatic setting we are led to isolate a handful of properties 
(classical theorems) which allow for the development of Differential Topology, a 
task partially done in [7]. 
(2) As observed already in [5], Mather’s theorem in the synthetic context may be 
viewed as a ‘theorem of local inversion’, a motivational idea also present in the con- 
text of Frechet manifolds (cf. remarks in [13,26], to that effect). However, we turn 
this idea here into more than just a motivational remark and use it (Section 3) 
explicitly in the portion ‘stability implies infinitesimal stability’, whereas classically, 
the various proofs of this fact resort to highly non-trivial facts, e.g. Thorn’s trans- 
versality theorem [29]. 
(3) Germ representability, i.e., the possibility of dealing with germs as mappings - 
albeit on an infinitesimal domain - eliminates the need of choosing and working 
with representatives for the germs and therefore, produces a considerable simplifica- 
tion of the notions involved, beginning with the notion of equivalence of germs and 
consequently also of the corresponding notion of stability for germs. In particular, 
we are able to prove (Section 4) the passage ‘infinitesimal stability implies stability’ 
totally at the infinitesimal level of representability for the germs involved - the 
passage from the infinitesimal to the local is here effected by Postulate P and by 
the theorem of local integrability of vector fields, a consequence of Axiom III and 
Postulate WA2 (cf. [7]). 
(4) It has been claimed by Wassermann [30] that the theory of r-dimensional un- 
foldings of germs at 0 of smooth mappings R” -+ R is necessarily distinct from the 
theory of germs on account of the role played by the parameter space. In particular, 
the definitions of the main notions involved for unfoldings, such as those of ‘r- 
dimensional equivalence’ and of stability, are not only seemingly different from 
their analogues for germs but also quite complicated. Thus, it is a separate develop- 
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ment (cf. [30]) which leads to Wassermann’s theorem on the equivalence of stability 
and infinitesimal stability, for unfoldings. In our context, an r-dimensional un- 
folding is nothing else than an element of the object of germs - defined at stage 
n(r) - and in consequence, the entire theory applies to unfoldings and delivers 
Wassermann’s theorem by a simple interpretation in 9. 
(5) We improve upon the density results of [5] in the germified case in that we 
give totally internal versions. The passage from Sard’s theorem [28] to the theorem 
of density of regular values is classically immediate but meets, in the topos context, 
with the usual difficulties deriving from the necessity of working within intuition- 
istic logic. However, in the case of infinitesimally represented germs, the passage 
can be effected by an application of the principle of local choice [24] and of the 
characterization of reduced algebras [ 161, followed by considerations involving the 
infinitesimal nature of the representing objects. 
Added in proof. Moerdijk and Reyes, Adv. in Math. 65 (3) (1987) 229-253, prove 
a similar result, in FJ and in the smooth Zariski topos, for the case of mappings bet- 
ween compact manifolds. 
(6) The ‘choice’ of the topos FJ in our considerations is not accidental - to our 
knowledge, it is the only known model of SDG to satisfy the conjunction of the 
axioms employed; e.g., it is the only known model to satisfy germ representability 
and the tinyness of the representing objects (cf. [7,10,25]). As for the correctness 
of the interpretation of our definitions and results, it stems from the bijections, on 
the one part between intrinsic opens of ‘function spaces’ in 9 and of weak C”- 
opens on the function spaces of global sections (cf. [2]), and on the other between 
morphisms in FJ between ‘function spaces’ (always continuous for the intrinsic, or 
Penon topology) and their corresponding mappings between the spaces of global 
sections, which are smooth, hence continuous for the weak Cm-topology (by a 
result of [12], cf. [3]). 
(7) Mather’s theorem, together with the density results which we establish here 
(e.g. for immersions, or for Morse functions - via Thorn’s transversality theorem) 
opens up the way to an internal classification of singularities. In view of our remarks 
about unfoldings, this project appears to present some interest in our context on ac- 
count of the identification made in [30] of Thorn’s seven elementary catastrophes 
with the only possible stable unfoldings of codimension 14. 
1. The weak internal topological structure 
The basic framework is that of Synthetic Differential Geometry [ 151. Specifically 
we assume given a topos G and a commutative ring R with identity, in 8, satisfying 
(terminology as in [ 151): 
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Axiom I (Kock-Lawvere axiom). For each Weil algebra W, there is a (canonically 
given) isomorphism 
a : R @ W-t RSpecK(W). 
Axiom II (Tinyness of the Spec,( W)). For each Weil algebra W, the endofunctor 
has a right adjoint. 
In order to work with the local aspects of the theory of smooth mappings in the 
synthetic context, a topological structure on the objects of interest must be singled 
out first. Always available, for any object of the topos 6, is the intrinsic (or Penon 
[25]) topological structure. Let us recall its definition here. 
For X an object of 8, UEB~ is said to be intrinsic open if it satisfies: 
VXE UvyEX[l(y=X)VyE U]. 
Define the intrinsic topological structure on X to be given by the subobject (sub- 
frame) P(X) c Ox defined by: 
VUE QX [UE P(X) H U is intrinsic open]. 
This data results into a topological structure on the topos 8 itself (in the sense of 
[7], i.e., every f E YX in 6 is continuous relative to the topological structures P(X) 
and P(Y). Furthermore, intrinsic opens contain the infinitesimal monads of each 
one of their points, in the sense of the (easily verified) statement: 
v~E~~v~~X[UEP(X)Ax~U=1ll{x}CLi]. 
An immediate consequence is that, for anyxEX, P(ll{x}) is trivial as a topological 
structure; the only intrinsic open subobjects are 0 and itself. 
We shall be mostly interested in the intrinsic topological structure on R-based 
objects. For 0 E R, denote 
n =dfllcOI> 
and for OE R”, n a positive integer, the notation employed is 
~(n)=~fTl{OI; 
it is easily verified that 
d(n)=An. 
We continue making assumptions which are needed for the development of the 
theory (cf. [7, 151). 
Postulate A (R is a field in the sense of Kock). For each n > 0, the following holds: 
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V(x ,,...,x~)ER~[l(iqlx,=O) 4rXjER*] 
where R*CR denotes the subobject of the invertible elements of R. 
1.1. Proposition. The following hold: 
(i) R*=l{O). 
(ii) R is a local ring, i.e., the following holds: 
Vx,yeR [xfy~R*=,x~R*vy~R*]. 
(iii) R *C R is intrinsic open. 
(iv) For any Weil algebra W, Spec,( W)C A(n), for appropriate n. 
(v) For any n > 0, 
A(n)= [[xER”IV’L~~P(R”)[OECI=,XEU]II. 
Proof. These are all easily shown (cf. e.g. [25]). 0 
It is suggestive to think of germs at OE R” of ‘mappings’ R” + R as ‘mappings’ 
A(n) --t R, on account of Proposition 1.1(v). An alternative (but cumbersome) 
way to think of germs in the internal context is to imitate the classical construc- 
tion. Denote by Ci(R”, R) the object ofgerms at 0, given by equivalence classes of 
pairs (U,q), where OEUEP(R”) and PER’, under the equivalence: (U, q) = (V, [) 
iff BWEP(R”)[OEWCU~I//\~~~,=~I,]. More generally, we denote by 
C’~L x (ni(Rk x Rn, R) the object of germs around Rk x (0) to have, as elements, 
equivalence classes of pairs (U, v]), where Rk x (0) C UE P(Rk x R”), under the 
equivalence relation: (U,q)=(V,<) iff ~WWEP(R~XR~)[R~X{O}C WcUn 
VII 7) w= [ 1 w]. Then, a formalization of the intuitive idea expressed above is the 
contents of the following axioms (cf. [7]), which we now adopt, along with its com- 
panion axiom asserting the infinitesimal nature of the germ-representing objects. 
Axiom III (Germ representability). For every n > 0, the restriction map 
j:C~~x(OJ(Rk~RI1,R)jRR”xi((n), 
defined (well defined) by j( U, q) = q 1 Rk xdcnj, is an isomorphism. 
Axiom IV (Tinyness of A(n)). For any n>O, the endofunctor 
(_)A@) : & +& 
has a right adjoint. 
For the objects Rn, n > 0, and their subobjects, a version of the Euclidean topology 
can be introduced, following assumptions making R into a ordered ring, in the sense 
of having a binary relation ‘>’ on it, satisfying: 
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CR,) V~,~ER[~>OA~>O*X+~>OAX~~>~]; and 1>0. 
CR21 VXER [l(x>x)]. 
(Rs) Vx,yeR [x>y* Vz~R(x>zvz>y)]. 
(R4) vx,,...,x,,~R” 
It follows easily that ‘>’ is transitive, hence a strict order on R, and that ‘intervals’ 
can be defined as usual for a, b E R with (a, b) =df [ x E R 1 a <x< b 1. It can also be 
shown that (cf. [25], or [7]) the following property holds: 
1.2. Proposition. If R satisfies (R,)-(R4) above, then the following holds: 
Vx, yeR [x>OAy>O * 3z~R [z>Or\z<xr\z<y]]. 
Proof. Easy, or cf. [7,25]. 0 
In order to define the Euclidean topological structure E(R”), let us denote 
ir, (y;-x;)E(-GE) , 
i=l II 
for each XER”, E>O. Then, let E(R”)cSZR’ be given by: 
VUESZ~” [UeE(R”) @ Vxe U?k>O [B(x,E)c U]]. 
It follows from Proposition 1.2 that E(R”) is a topological structure on R”, i.e., 
that E(R”)CQR’ is a subframe. For XcR”, there is induced the ‘subspace’ 
topology, as usual, i.e., 
VUEQ~[UEE(X) e Vxe U?k>O [(B(x,&)nX)Cu]]. 
Furthermore, the Euclidean topological structure is easily shown to be subintrinsic, 
i.e., that for any XC Rn, E(X)cP(X) (cf. [7, Prop. 11.2.91). The reverse inclusion, 
P(X)CE(X), can be shown also for those objects XC R” satisfying the covering 
principle (cf. [7, Def. Prop. 11.1.41) in the sense that 
where ‘I’ is the interior operator corresponding to E(X). (This observation is 
originally due to M. Fourman, who pointed out also that the covering principle is 
a consequence of the principle of local choice, which itself holds in all gros topoi, 
for the representables.) 
Postulate WAl. (a) The ring R has a relation ‘>’ satisfying (R,)-(R4). 
(b) The Euclidean topological structures E(R”), E(d(n)) satisfy the covering 
principle. 
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It follows, in particular (since P(li”)=E(R”) by the above and P(d(n))=E(d(n)) 
either by the above or directly by definition), that P(R”) and P@(n)) satisfy the 
covering principle. 
After these preliminaries, we turn to the main objective of this section, which is 
to introduce and study an internal version of the weak Cm-topology on spaces of 
?-mappings (also called the Cm-compact-open topology, cf. [13,23,30]). We 
recall that this topology is generated by the collection of sets of the form (subsets 
of C”(R”)): 
V(K, r, g, E) = {h E C”(Rn) 1 J“(g - h)(K) c (- E, E)} ,
where KC R” is a compact subset, g E C”(R”), 0 5 rs n, E E R, E > 0, and J” applied 
to a smooth map f~ C”(R”) gives its r-jet J’f in the space J’(R”, R) of jets. In 
terms of sequences, this topology is characterized by the following: a sequence of 
smooth maps {f, ) is said to converge to a smooth map fin the weak Cm-topology 
({f, 1 -f) if it converges uniformly to it on any compact subset, and if the same 
is true of the sequences of all derivatives, to the corresponding derivative of the 
smooth map f. On CO”(R”), the weak Cm-topology is the quotient topology. 
In addition to Proposition 1.2, we need to establish the relevant property of ‘com- 
pact’ subobjects of R” in order to define, internally, the weak topological structure 
W(RX) on suitable ‘function spaces’ based on R. The notion of compactness that 
we shall utilize here is taken from [l 11. Let us recall its definition. 
An object K of E is called compact if the following holds: 
V~E~VBESZ~[K=~K~AUB~~=AUV~‘,,B], 
where xK= K + 1 is the unique map into the terminal object. 
1.3. Proposition. The following holds for any object X of 8: 
VK, L E sZx [K compact A L compact * KU L compact 1. 
Proof. The derivations below are valid and constitute a proof of KUL compact 
under the assumptions K compact and L compact; let A E Sz, BE QKUL. We have: 
KUL=&,,,AUB 
K=q&lU(KnB).L=.;‘AU(LnB) 
l=AUVnK(KnB)A1=AUVnL(LnB) 
l=AU(vn’,,(KnB)nv_ (Lns)) 
l=AUV,z’,,,,(B) 
(*I 
(**) 
It remains to verify (*) and (**). For the inclusions LIP : Kc, KU L, uL : L G KU L 
we clearly have 
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Intersecting with K first, then with L, and applying the above, (*) follows. For (**>, 
notice that, on account also of the above identities, one has, e.g. for K (and similarly 
for L) that 
Vn, (KnB) = VxxUI (Vu;, (KnB)) = VT,,, (B). 
from which (**) follows. 0 
Recall that for n > 0, 0 5 r< n, the subobjects D,(n) c R” (which are of the form 
Spec,( W) for suitable Weil algebras W, cf. [ 151) are defined by 
D,(n)= 11 (x,7 . . . . x,)~R’lanyproductofr+l ofthex,,...,x,iszerol. 
Axiom I says, in particular, that the D,(n) represent r-jets at 0 of maps R” -R, 
while Axiom II implies that they are tiny. An object XCR” is said to be closed 
under the addition by elements ofD,(n) if the following holds: 
This restriction on XCR” is necessary in order to define partial derivatives of all 
orders of elements f l Rx (cf. [15]). In the definition below, XE R” will be assum- 
ed to have this property. 
1.4. Definition. Let g~R~forXCR”as above, KEO~, Kcompact, Orrln, and 
EE R, E>O. Denote by: 
u I a!ff V(K,r,g,E)= fER” VXEK A p(f-g)(x)E(-&E,&) +raxa , 
and let W(R”)CQ(~~) be defined by: 
UEW(RX)oVgEU~KEnXaeER KcompactA&>OA 
\1;1 V(K,r,g,e)CU . 
i-=0 11 
1.5. Proposition. For any n >O and XC R” closed under the addition by elements 
of the D,.(n), W(RX) is a topological structure, i.e., W(RX)CQ’RX) is a subframe. 
Proof. It is enough to show closure under finite infima. Given K, L E RX, K, L 
compact, Olr,sln, E,S>O and geRX, notice that 
V(KU L, t, g, Y) C UK, r, g, E) n V(L, s, g, 6) 
where t = max(r, s) and y > 0 is such that y < E, y < 6 exists by Proposition 1.2. Since, 
by Proposition 1.3, KUL eSZX is compact, the result follows. 0 
The proof of the following was obtained in collaboration with Penon: 
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1.6. Proposition. For any n>O and XC R” closed under the addition by elements 
of the D,(n), the weak topological structure on RX is subintrinsic, i.e., 
W(RX)cP(RX). 
Proof. It is enough to show that for any KeSZX compact, O~rln, and EER, 
E>O, for OER~, 
L’(K, r, 0, E) E P(RX). 
Notice that 
-1 
UfeRxIVxEK(f(x)E(--E,d)b 
By continuity of the intrinsic topological structure on the topos 6, it is enough 
for our purposes to show that the 
Y(K,c)= [fERxlVxeK(f(x)e(-cE,c))D 
are intrinsic open. 
From “VxEK[h=f * h(x)=f(x)]” follows (intuitionistically) that “Vxe K 
[l(h(x)=f(x)) a l(h=f)]“. Now since (-E,E)CR is Euclidean open, hence intrinsic 
open, we always have: 
VhERXVfe Y(K,c) Vx~K[l(h(x)=f(x))vh(x)~(-E,E)] 
and, from the previous observation, a fortiori, that 
VheRXVfE Y(K,c) Vx.sK[l(h=f)vh(x)E(-&E,c)] 
and, by compactness of K, 
VheRXVfe Y(K,c) [l(h=f)vVxEK(h(x)E(-cE,c))] 
i.e., 
VheRXVfe Y(K,c) [l(h=f)vhe Y(K,&)]. 
This shows that Y(K,&) is intrinsic open and finishes the proof. 0 
One of the possible applications of the above - in addition to W(RR’) - is to 
W(R’(“‘), which, by Axiom III (with k = 0), gives the weak topological structure on 
the object R ‘w) of germs at 0 of maps R” + R, directly, rather than by the quotient 
topology. A further simplification arises from the fact that the topological structure 
W(R’(“)) may be defined by considering a single type of basic W-open, to wit: 
V@(n), r, x E), on account of the following: 
1.7. Proposition. 
Proof. Let A E Q, BE Q’@), n : d(n) -+ 1 the unique morphism into the terminal 
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object, which is epi on account of the existence of a global section 1 -ro1.,(@. 
Assume that 
d(n)=?F’AUB. 
By the covering property (Postulate WAl), we have, for the interior operator (“) 
of the intrinsic topological structure P(d(n)), that 
o(n)=(~&4)VJB”. 
Since the intrinsic topological structure on d(n) is trivial, if OE(F’A)‘, then 
n-‘A =,4(n), and if OEB”, then B =A(n). In the first case, in the pullback 
n-‘/l +o(n) 
the top is iso hence epi, and composing with an epi gives an epi - from it and the 
commutativity of the diagram follows that A F+ 1 is epi, hence iso. In the second 
case, V’,B= 1. In either case, we have 
l=AUV,B. 0 
Let us pause now to recall the definition of the topos F? = Bop of [8,9]. The site 
of definition is the opposite of the category B of finitely generated Cm-rings of the 
form A = C”(R’)/Z, with I a germ-determined i eal, or local ideal. This means 
that, for f E C”(R’), f E I iff for every p E R’, f /,EZ lp, where f jp denotes the 
germ off at p, and I I/, is the ideal generated by the germs g Ip, g E I. The Grothen- 
dieck topology on B Op is generated, in B, by cocovering families of the form 
]C”(R”) + C”(u,)], 
for any open covering {Vu} of R’. Explicitly, any open cocovering {A + A,}, in 
B, is obtained, by pushout, from one of the basic cocovering families: 
C”(R’-) - C”(U,) 
If U, has smooth characteristic map pa, A, = A{a; I}, the localization in the 
category of Cm-rings (finitely generated) at a,= the class of pa in the quotient 
A = C”(R’)/I. Another description of A, is as A, = C”( U,)/Z I(/, . 
With either description it is easy to see that the object C,“(R”) = C”(R”)/mf,,) of 
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B, has one trivial cocoverings. As in 9, n(n) is representable and of the form 
d(n) = C,“(R”) (cf. [25]), it follows that n(n) has only trivial covers in BoP. 
All of the axioms and postulates so far considered, hold in %. Specifically, 
Axioms I and II are given in [8] (cf. also [15]); Axiom III is proven in [lo] and 
Axiom IV holds for the same reason as does Axiom II on the basis of the above 
remark about o(n). Postulate A is due to Kock (cf. [15]) and Postulate WAl(a) 
holds since FJ is a well adapted model of SDG (cf. [6] for an argument which would 
establish also other properties of R, such as (R,) “R is archimedean”, or (R6) “R 
is a separably real closed local ring”); as for Postulate WAl(b), it holds by the very 
construction of FJ (cf. [7, Appendix], where it is shown that the covering property 
_ for any of the topological structures considered there, since they agree - is valid 
for the representables in g ). 
We finish with some remarks concerning the weak and the internal topological 
structures for objects R” in g, A representable. Although we will make use of the 
weak topological structure W(R”(“)) for various purposes, it is the intrinsic 
topological structure P(R’(“)) which will play a key role in the notions of stability 
theory. This requires some justification. We begin with a lemma characterizing in- 
trinsic opens of RA, ?i representable, in g, in terms of the global sections functor 
I-: $3 + Sets. 
1.8. Lemma. Let X be any object of %, U++ X. Then, UE P(X) iff for every B 
representable and morphism a : I? +X, in the pullback 
W-I-(U) 
1 1 
r(i) 
T(B) - r(C) T(x) 
WE P(B) = E(B), i.e., W is open for the Euclidean topology of Z-(B) C Rm (assum- 
ing B = C”(Rm)/K). 
Proof. The condition is easier to handle if translated (equivalently) as follows: for 
every B = C”(Rm)/K in B, and a : l? + X, if 12 B is such that 
b i 
i.e., such that a0 b E U, then there is a neighbourhood I/ of b E R’” such that 
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b 
i.e., such that b E v and a[ v] C CJ. 
On the other hand, sheaf semantics says that U6 X is intrinsic open in precise- 
ly the same way. Let us work it out from the validity of: 
VfE UvgEX[l(g=fjVgE U]. 
In particular, for any BZX, 1 LB, aob~ U, thus 
i.e., 
VgEX[l(g=aob)vgE U], 
X=l{aob} U U. 
Now, (Y E~X, hence, 
thus, by sheaf semantics, there is a covering family {B/A B}, such that for each i, 
either 
tg, l(a = sob) or E&ffEU. 
Applying global sections, we get a surjective family {T(B,j -+ T(B)}, with { V,} an 
open covering of R”’ such that { V, flZ(Kj} is an open covering of Z(K), the set of 
zeros of K in R”‘. Since b ET@), we must have b E T(B,,j for some iO. We claim 
that ~~,,,l((x=c~~bj since, for 1 LB,,), E, crab = crab. Therefore, 
t= r),,, a E u. 
Let V= I$,,, so that B,(,= C”(1/,,j/(K/V,(,j= q,, is as required. 0 
On the basis of Lemma 1.8, Moerdijk found a proof of the following fact relating 
intrinsic opens of R” in !?J and weak C”-opens of f(RA j (private communication; 
cf. also [2], where the theorem was found independently and completed to include 
the reverse implication): 
1.9. ,Proposition. Let ,?i be representable in g, say A = C”(R”j/Z in B. Then for 
U+ R”, if UEP(R’), then it follows that T(UjCC”(R”j/Z is open in the 
(quotient) weak topology. 
Proof. Let us first deal with the case A = R”, as the more general case is similar. 
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The proof is based on the following characterization of opens in the weak Cm- 
topology. A subset VcC”(R”) is open in the weak C”-topology if for every 
smooth path 
[0, l] 5 C”(R’?), 
F- ‘(V) is open in [O, l] for the induced Euclidean topology. Since smooth operators 
between Frechet spaces are continuous for the Frechet topology (cf. [ 121) the condi- 
tion is necessary. Conversely, assume VC C”(R”) not open. Thus, there must exist 
a sequence if,,] -f, convergent in the weak Cm-topology, with fe V and f,, $ I/ 
for all m > 0. By a result in [27], there is a subsequence {f,,,} +f, and a smooth 
map F: [0, l] + C”(R”), with F(O)=f and F(l/k)=f,,, for each k>O. We have, 
by assumption, 0 E F- ‘(V) but l/k@ FP ‘( V) for all k> 0. This shows that FP ‘( V) 
is not open in [0, 11. 
To conclude, notice that, in 9, [0, I] = C”(R)/mb r,, and that a smooth map 
F: [0, l] + C”(R”) as above, lifts to a morphism (x : [O: l] + RR” in g. (In order to 
handle the case R”, reduce it to the above using that in the quotient topology of 
C”(R”)/Z, {[f,]) --t [f] iff there exists a sequence {g,} +g in C”(R”) with 
[f,] = [g,] and [f] = [g].) Now, use Lemma 1.8 to finish the proof. tl 
The reverse implication is dealt with by Bruno [2]. We extract what is needed to 
complete the above. 
1.10. Proposition. (a) Let X be any object in g. Then, the correspondence 
UCX- T(U)CT(X) 
from subobjects of X to subsets of f(X), has a right adjoint, A, described as 
follows: for SC T(X), let A(S) CX be given by the rule: for any representable B and 
a : B --t X, a factors through A(S) c X iff l-(u) factors through SC T(X). It is always 
the case that r(il(S)) = S. 
(b) If UCX is intrinsic open, then A(T(U)) = U. 
(c) Let VcT(RA) be open in the weak Cm-topology. Then, A(V)CRA is intrin- 
sic open. 
Proof. (a) The definition given gives a presheaf on B Op: it can be checked that it is 
a sheaf for the open cover topology. 
(b) Show that B% X factors through UCX iff it factors through /l(r(U))CX. 
But the latter is the case iff T(a) factors through T(U)cT(X), i.e., iff for every 
1 LB, (~0 b E U. Since UCX is intrinsic open, by Lemma 1.8, there exists an open 
VCR”’ (where B = C”(R”)/K) such that (x 1 p factors through UCX. It follows 
that there exists an open covering {c} of B, on each portion of which Q factors 
through UCX. Since U is a sheaf, (Y factors through UCX. 
(c) We check the condition given by Lemma 1.8 under the hypothesis. Let 1 A B 
be such that 
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1 -----+/l(V) 
commutes. By definition of /1(V) it follows that crab E V. Now, if A = C”(R”)/Z, 
Q is represented by a smooth map 
F: R”+“+ R, 
defined module (K?), and so, sob is represented by 
F(b,-):R”+R 
defined modulo I. Since I/ is open, and the class [F(b, -)] E V, this is so for every 
b in a neighbourhood r/tlZ(K) of b in Z(K), UcR”’ open. We have that aoju 
factors through /1( V)C R”. q 
We end with the following remark. Although we know the weak topological struc- 
ture W(RX) to be subintrinsic, we do not know for which objects X it agrees with 
P(RX). 
Added in proof. Gago, Ph.D. thesis, McGill University, 1988, has shown that 
W(R”) = P(R”) for A point determined, and has improved Proposition 1.10 to 
give a characterization of weak opens of R A, for any representable A, in terms of 
K 
2. The postulate of density of regular values 
We begin by recalling some definitions from [5]. 
2.1. Definitions. (a) An m-tuple y = (yr, . . . , y,) E R”’ is linearly independent if: 
VA ,,..., A,,ER ;f,l(A;=O)=? 
(b) For XcRn closed under addition by elements of the D,(n), Olrsn, and 
x0 EX, the Jacobian off E (R’i’)x at x0 is the matrix 
. 
ij 
(c) Call f .(R”‘)x a submersion at x0 if Rank(D,J=m. 
(d) For f l (R’n)x, y E Rm is a critical value off if: 
VEX f(.y)=yA I A det(D,f),=O ; HE(;,,) 1 
and y E R m is a regular value off if: 
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l(y is a critical value of f). 
A classical theorem of Sard [28] states that for a smooth mapping f: R” + R”, 
the set of critical values off has measure 0. The following version of Sard’s theorem 
is easily established in g and is sufficient for our purposes. We restrict to germs 
already, as this will be the case in our passage to the existence of regular values; 
however, the proof below holds for mappings as well as germs. 
2.2. Theorem (Sard’s theorem). For n, m > 0, the following holds in 93 :
Vfe (Rm)‘(“) VUE P(R”) [lVy E U [y is a critical value off]]. 
Proof. Let A = C”(R’)/Z in B, and LEA R ‘@) UEA P(Rm) =E(R”). It is enough 
to suppose, for our purposes, that U= (a, h)“’ for a, b EA R, and EA a< 6. 
Let a, b and f be represented, respectively, by smooth mappings 
and 
cp,v:R’+R, modulo I, 
F:R’+“+R”, 
- 
modulo (I,&), with .ZO=mpbj. 
We have: 
Vt E Z(Z): p(t)< v(t), 
for Z(Z)CR’ the set of zeros of I. 
We wish to prove that 
Ejll Vy E U (y is a critical value of f). 
Assume B= C”(R.‘)/K in B, and BAA in %, such that 
EB Vy E U (y is a critical value of f). 
We have to show that B = 0. If not, by the ‘Nullstellensatz’ (cf. [8,9]), Z(K) #0. Let 
to E Z(K). Considering the smooth map RS + R’ induced by a, and the correspon- 
ding @, I,PE C”(R’,R), derived from v, I,Y by composition with it, we have 
P(4)) < P(to). 
Let z E (@(to), p(to)) C R. There exists A E R with 
z=/I.fp(t,)+(l-i).cl/&). 
Define [: RS -+ R by 
c(t) = A. p(t) + (1 -2) * v(t) 
and let c EB R m be the class of {C } modulo K, with ci = [ from i = 1, . . . , m. Clearly, 
=sa<c<b; 
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and therefore 
Egc is a critical value off, i.e. 
A det(D,f),=O . 
HE 1 
This means that there exists a covering {B, + B} and [, E C”(RS’<, R) modulo the 
ideal K, of definition of B, , for Q, such that for every g E mfO,, the composite g 0 [, 
vanishes on Z(K,) - in particular, c,(t) =0 for all t E Z(K,) - and such that: 
(1) V’r E Z(K,): F(t, 0) = i(t), and 
(2) Vt E Z(K,): every subset of { h’F/Jx,(t, 0), . . . , aF/ax, (t, O)] consisting of m 
vectors, has zero determinant. 
Since Z= U, Z(K,), we must have t,EZ(K,,) for some CQ. Letting F,= 
F(to, -): R” --f R”, F, is smooth and z is a critical value of fO. Indeed, we have: 
(1) F,(O) = z, and 
(2) AN~(~/,) det(DeF& = 0. 
Since we have shown this for any z E (@(to), W(to)), ti follows that every point of 
(&to), p(to)) is a critical value of the smooth map F, : R” + KM, contradicting the 
classical theorem of Sard. Thus B=O. 0 
Using very special properties of o(n), the argument below can be pushed through 
at the end in order to give the density of regular values of germs. We state this fact 
as an additional postulate as it has many uses in the theory of stable mappings, a 
few of which will be recalled later. 
Postulate D (Density of regular values). For n, m>O, (/CR"' open, the following 
holds: 
Vf E (R”7)d(n) gy E U [y is a regular value of f]. 
2.3. Theorem (Density of regular values). Postulate D is valid in 93. 
Proof. Since UCR" is an open subobject of R”, it must be of the form U=iV, 
with Vc R” open and i: .M --t % the full embedding of the category of manifolds 
(cf. [IO, Cor. 81). 
On account of Postulate A, “Y regular value off” reads, equivalently: 
VXEX l(f(X) =y)v v -t(det(D,f),= 0) . 
I HE(“) I,< 1 
For f E,J (R”‘)‘(“), let @ EA (R’n)(o(n)x w be given by 
@(XT Y) = (f(x) -Y)2 + z(det(D,_&)2. 
Clearly, a sufficient condition for “y regular value off” is, for YE U: 
VxEd(n)l(@(x,Y)=O), 
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and a necessary condition for “y critical value of f” is, for YE U: 
3xEd(n)(@(x,y)=O). 
Consequently, in order to prove the theorem, it will be enough to establish the 
implication ‘(*) * (**)‘: 
~Av~E(Rm)o(n)lvyEU~Ed(n)(~(x,y)=o) (*) 
~~vfE(Rm)n(n)~yEUvxEA(n)l(@(x,y)=O), (**I 
since, while (*) is a consequence of Sard’s theorem as stated and shown to hold for 
G in Theorem 2.2, (**) implies Postulate D. 
By means of intuitionistic logic alone, we easily derive, from (*), first: 
~=,v~~(R~)~(n)l~Ed(n)vyEU(~(X,y)=O) (*)’ 
and, in turn, the equivalent statement: 
Ejj v~~(R’n)d(n)vxEd(n)lvyE U(@(x,y)=O). (*)” 
Since U=iV for some VcRm open, U is point determined in the sense of [15, 
Def. 5.9, Cor. 5.101 and by the characterization given by Kock in [16], it follows 
from the above that 
L/j vJE(Rn1)4(n) Vxed(n) zyc Ul(@(x,y)=O). (**)‘I’ 
Since A(n) is representable in g, the principle of local choice (shown by M. Four- 
man to hold in all gros topoi for the representables; cf. [24], for a statement and 
proof of this theorem for R in g, easily adaptable to any representable) applies and 
allows us to conclude: 
FA VYe(R ) ” 4~ 3% E L?(o”“)) [(a is an open cover of A(n))n 
(VVE@Gr3gEUVVXE Vl(@(x,g(x))=O))]. (**)” 
Since 0 E A(n), we must have 0 E V for some VE 42, and since the intrinsic topo- 
logical structure on A(n) is trivial, we must have such a V= A(n). In particular, it 
follows from the above that 
EAV~E(R ) m d(“)2g~Ud(n)Vx~A(n)l(@(x,g(x))=0). (**)I 
In order to finish the proof, the fact that A(n)=ll{O} is employed. First, for a 
given JEA (Rm)d(“), the above gives the existence of a covering {A,+A} in Bop, 
such that for each (x there is gcrEA, U’@), with 
=A, VxEA(n)l(@(x,g,(x))=O). (.) 
We now claim that, for y,=g,(O), ya+i, CJ and 
~~,Vx~d(n)l(@(x,y,)=O). (..) 
Since R is a local ring, we get, from (. ), that 
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~,-~Vx~d(n) l(f(x>=g,(x))v V l(deWxf)H=O) , 
HE ( ;;, ) I 
that for any given XEA n(n), 
~~,l(f(x) =g,(x)) or E.X V ~(dWLf)~~=0). 
HE(:,) 
The second case automatically establishes the desired result, i.e., LA, l(@(x, Y,) = 0), 
at is does not even involve Ya. The first case can be reduced, since 11(x= 0) - thus 
also ll(f(x)=f(O)) and ll(g,(x)=g,(O)), by the monotonicity of 11 - to the case 
E/i, T(f(0) =Y,) 
which, in turn, implies 
EA, 1(.0x) =Y,)y 
which then also gives 
~‘A,T(@(X,Y,)=O), 
hence proves (..). Since {A,-tA 
2.4. Definition. A germ f~ (I?“‘)“(“) is called an immersion if Rank(D,f)=n. 
2.5. Corollary. If m 2 2n, the class of immersions is dense in (R"')'@' for the weak 
topological structure. 
Proof. Let h E (R”‘)‘@), E>O (E E R), and 1 ITS n. We show that there exists an 
immersion, g E (Rm)ncn), with 
more precisely, we show that there exists a polynomial f E (R”‘)R” of total degree 
1 and coefficients c, E (- E, a)“, such that g = h + f locnj is an immersion, as this is 
certainly enough. 
For s= Rank, h, let v, E (R”)‘(’ +d be given by 
(P(/l,X)= fj lj’ :,(X)-p(X). 
;=I J J-+1 
Postulate D implies: 
%+ 1 ER’~ [c~+~ E(-E,E)~Ac~+, a regular value of q]. 
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Define gl E R,$‘“’ by gl(x) = h(x) + c,, 1. x,, , . By ordinary differentiation, 
ag, 
z(x)=;(x) for iss, 
I I 
-$ (x) = $- (x)+%+1. 
s+ I s+l 
Since c,, , is a regular value of 9 and sun, mr2n, we can safely assert that 
V(A, x) E A(1 + n) [1(9 is a submersion at (Ax)]; 
equivalently, that 
1(9 is a submersion). 
In particular, 
Xu,(O,O)=c,+,). 
From this follows that 
i 
$,O,...,g,O,,*(O)] 
1 s S+l 
is linearly independent. Indeed, since s=Rank(@,h), we need only show that 
but this may be rewritten 
v?t ,,...,A,ER i A..%(O)-; 
;=I J ax, s+l 
which holds by the above remark about 9. 
Repeat the procedure n - (S + 1) times, getting successively c,, 1, c,+~, .. . , c, E 
(-E, E)~, and 
g,(x)=h(x)+c,+,~x,+~+~~~+c;x, 
with the required property. 0 
The notion of transversality is a generalization of that of a regular value. For 
NCR m (a submanifold), f e (R m)x is transversal to N at x E X with f(x) E N (write 
‘f Q.N’) if Tf,,Rm =Imdf,+ Q,N. One says that f is transversal to N if 
vx E X W(x) E N) * f$,Nl . 
For h E (Rm)‘@), 1 ITS n, the r-jet of h at 0 is the restrictionj@ = h IDrCn). Denote 
by J’h : A(n) -+ (R m)D,-(n) the application which, to x E d(n) assigns j&+(x + -) =jlh. 
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2.6. Corollary (Thorn’s transversality theorem). For n, n?>O, and 1 ZZTI~, given 
any N c (R m)RJn) = RX, a ~~l~~~~~ifo~d cut by independent fu~ciio~s~ (i.e., 
N=Spec,(rp, ,..., 9,) with QV=(~, ,..., pc):RS + R’ a submersion - wifh rp(0) = 0), 
the class of germs g E (R “‘)d(rr) high J’gljt IV, is delzse for fhe weak ~o~o~ogica~ 
s~racti~re. 
Proof. The proof is entirely similar to that of t.5, Thm 4.71. fn order to apply 
Postulate D, consider the germ at 0 of E jhf : M+ RS. 
Notice that the proof establishes the fact that, for any htzR’(“), there exists 
a polynomial f of total degree r and coefficients c, E (- a,~), such that 
J”(h +.&(,,,)@V. Thus, g=h +f&+ I’(d(n),p; h,E). D 
The usual application to iMorse functions can be derived in the case of germs. A 
germ f ER ‘@) is a singularify if Jdf =0 (cf. [S]). 
Let S’= UgER D’“‘jVdED, g(d)=g(O)Tj cR~(~)-R”“=RxR”. It is a sub- 
manifoid since S, = K l(O), where x : R x R” + R” is the projection onto the second 
factor, hence a submersion. Notice that ~ER”‘~’ is a singularity iff Jif(0)~S’. 
Call a singularity f~ R’(“) non-degenerate if Jr/f&S’. Finally, say that JE R’@) is 
a Morse germ if it satisfies 
2.1. Corollary (Density of Morse germs). Let n > 0. Then the class of Morse germs 
is dense in R’@‘) for the weak topoiogieal structure. El 
Added in Proof. Gago, Ph.D. thesis, McGill University, 1988, has completed this 
by giving, internahy, the basic results of Morse theory in the synthetic context. 
3. Stability versus infinitesimal stability 
The basic notion in the theory of stable Cm-mappings is that of equivalence, and 
similarly for germs, unfoldings, vector fields, etc. (cf. [4,13,26,30]). For mappings, 
equivalence f-f’ means ‘looking alike’ after some change of coordinates. For 
germs, the definition of when V-V’ for q’, V’E C,“(R”) for example, is rather more 
complicated, for two reasons. First, we must choose representatives S, f ‘E C”(U), 
0 E UC R”, an open neighbourhood of 0 E R”. Then, it would be too restrictive for 
the theory to require - whatever the definition of equivalence of germs, that f I0 
be equivalent to the germ f’ I0 - rather, that there exist X,X’E I/ with f lx equivalent 
to f’ lx,. The Iatter means: there exist open neighbourhoods x E UC R”, X’E U’C R”, 
ye VCR, y’~ VCR, with ~=f(x) and v’=f’(x), such that the diagram of germs 
(represented by broken arrows, as in [26, p. 1661) 
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fix 
(U,x) - (KY) 
h 1.x I ! gi, 
f’ I\., (U’,x’)- (v,, y’) 
commutes. Then, a germ v at OER” is stable if for every open neighbourhood 
0 E LiC R” and representative f E C”(U), there exists an open neighbourhood W of 
f in the weak C”-topology, such that for every ge WC C”(U), there exists XE U 
with f I0 equivalent to gl,, in the above sense. Synthetically, these definitions 
simplify, as we see below. 
3.1. Definition. Let f, f‘E R ‘61) We say that f-f’ (‘f equivalent to f”) if: , 
ZIX,X’E R” 39 E (R”)R” By E RR [(u, is infinitesimally invertible at X)A(IJ is infinite- 
simally invertible at f(x))Au,(x) =x’Af’= I// If(xjOfo(y, IX)-‘, where v, IX=dfp I,,lXl], 
and v, E (R”)Rn is said to be infinitesimally invertible at XE R” if v, lYJjXI : 11(x) + 
ll{tp(x)} is an isomorphism; similarly for I,V. In a picture: 
commutes, where f lx is the composite 
-1 
ll{x}q+ A(n)Lll{x} (where f(O)=y) 
and f’ IX, is given similarly, and where (x x : d(n) 7 11 {x} is the isomorphism ‘addi- 
tion with x’ (cf. [5]). 
Notice that if x~d(n), 11(x} =A(n), but a, is an endomorphism sending 0 H x - 
not the identity. Notice also that, if x,x’ are not global sections of R”, Axiom III 
does not provide any justification for our thinking of f IX, f IX, as germs - yet, 
these ‘phantom’ germs are essential for the internal theory of stability, and vanish 
under application of the global sections function. 
Following the idea put forward in [5], of dealing with Mather’s theorem as a 
theorem of local inversion, requires that we introduce in the context of germs, given 
f E R*(“) such that f(0) = 0 (an inessential restriction), a morphism 
A(n) hf. in~.o((R”)~“) x hf. ir~v.~(R~) 
Y,E(R ) 
defined by 
Yf(@ w) = w lo”f% Ior ’ o%(o). 
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As in [5], we shall find it more convenient to denote 
G= Inf. inv.O((R”)R’) x Inf. inv.,(RR). 
Notice that yf(idR n, idR) =f. Notice also that for any (9, w) E G, ~~(9, I,M) =f’R”‘“’ 
is a germ at 0 which, when regarded as a germ at x= p(O) E R”, is the ‘germ’ 
WIO”fo(VIIO)~‘ER”{X’r equivalent to f (as a germ at 0). However, f’= yf(p, I,Y) is 
not equivalent, necessarily, to f, regarded both as germs at 0. 
From 
we get 
(dYf)(id,. n, idK) E ( TfR o(n) (%x”.Idx)G) ) , 
the derivative of yr at (idR n, idR). 
3.2. Definition. Given f E R’@) (with f (0) = 0), f is said to be infinitesimally stable 
if (dY~)cid~., idK) is surjective, i.e., if the following holds: 
Vo E Vect(f) 2~7 E Vect(R “) gt E Vect(R) [o = (dyf)cid, id)(o, r)], 
where ‘Vect(f)’ denotes ‘vector field along f’. Consider 
Vect(R”) 
\ 
“I 
VWf) 
Vect(R) 
where 
of(o)(d) =P (o lo(d))Y ’ and /+(~W> = 7 lo(d) Of, 
and where, for o E ((R”)D)R”, a E ((R”)R’)D corresponds to o under the canonical 
isomorphism, and similarly for o I0 E ((R”)D)“‘“‘. As for the possibility of taking 
the inverse, recall the general fact (c.f. [15,19]) that a vector field <E (XD)x on X 
(i.e., <(x)(0)=x for all XEX), regarded as BEG, has the property that 
r(d) l Xx is invertible with inverse r(- d) E Xx for all d E D. This follows readily 
from Axiom I. Notice, finally, that ocf(a) and pf(r) both belong to the fiber above 
f of (R”(“‘)D, i.e. to Tf(R”“‘). Since R ‘@) is infinitesimally linear (in the sense of 
Bergeron, cf. [15]), the tangent bundle is fiberwise an R-module; in particular, 
orf(a) and Pf(r) can be added. We recall that the expression af(o)@Pf(r) is defin- 
ed, at dED, to be /(d, d), for 1: D(2) + RAcn) the unique morphism with 
44 0) = cxY(a)(d) and I(0, d) =PJr)(d). 
In order to express the above in a compact fashion (which is afso suggestive of 
the ‘theorem of iocal inversion’ that Mather”s theorem expresses) we need to recall 
(from [25]) the folfowing: 
For entirely 1ogicaI reasons, ‘f focafly surjective at x0’ implies lf ~~fi~itesi~~all~~ 
surjective at s,‘, where the latter simply means that f!ngxcil : 17{xo) + lt(~~.@> is 
surjective. Indeed: let ~~l~~~(~~~)~. By locatty surjectivity at ,Q, we must have - 
since 77fy =~(qJ) - that 22-e X ff(.x) =yR (_y =f&J * x== x0)]. Since 7f(y =f(_uo)), 
dso T&x=,~~~ inside the brackets. Thus, it fohocvs that SE sfu=f(x~~ltlx=xo>f. 
This shows that f i71+1 : ll&,) +77{f(x;?)] is surjective. 
3.5. Definition. For f~ RdCn’ (with f(0) = 0), f is called sfabEe if yi is locally strrjec- 
tive at (idRJP, idR). 
This reduces to the validity of the folfowing: 
b’g&““’ [l(g =S)vS(p, ty) E G Ig== yf&, v)n(g=f * pi= id,tsn y=idR)fj. 
in particular, 
VgeR”‘“” I-r(g=f)V a(% vt) e c Eg = Y&P> u/)11 
which expresses that Im(yf) E Q(‘@“)’ is an intrinsic neighbourhood of jr~R”@‘. 
Iust as it is classically argued (cf. [13]), Im(yJ.) eP(R”““), i.e., it is a neighbour- 
hood of each one of its points - not just of .f. 
The following ‘theorem of infinitesimal inversion’ is taken from [25], where it has 
been verified to hold in %: 
Postulate I.1 (Infinitesimal inversion). For every n>O, the following holds: 
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vg E A(n)“(“) [g(o)=OAl(~(O)=O) *g iso]. 
Using this we prove below the easy part of Mather’s theorem. The reader should 
compare our treatment with any of the classical proofs to appreciate its simplicity 
(e.g. Thorn’s transversality theorem is usually employed in the proof). Notice also 
that it is the obvious part of any theorem of local inversion if stated as giving 
necessary and sufficient conditions, in that it says that if yf is a ‘local homeomor- 
phism’ at (id, id), then yf is a submersion at (id, id). 
3.6. Proposition (Stability implies infinitesimal stability). For any f E I?“(“) (with 
f (0) = 0), if f is stable, then f is infinitesimally stable. 
Proof. Since f is stable, by definition yf is locally surjective at (idRli, id,), hence 
(by the remark after Definition 3.4), yr is also infinitesimally surjective at 
(id,,), id,). This implies (cf. [25, p. 571) that yf I,,l(id,id)) is l-et&e, thus a diagonal 
arrow s exists for any t E ll( f }" with the square 
1 
rol , D 
(id, id) 
ll{id, id)) -Wfl Yfll,((ld,Id)) 
commutative, as indicated. This gives (Y~)~ surjective at (id, id). Consider the com- 
mutative diagram 
@yj )(,d Id) 
T(id, id)G m T CR 
A(n) 
f ) 
1’ 
11 {(id, id)} D y 
(Y/l ,,{,,d.,d,j)D “lf } 
In order to conclude from the surjectivity of the bottom map, also that of the top, 
it will be enough to establish the inclusion 
ll((id, id)} c G. 
Classically, this ‘follows’ from the fact that G is open in the space of diffeomor- 
phisms (cf. [13, p. 751). Since 11 commutes with A, it will be enough to prove the 
inclusion: 
ll{id, n} c Inf. invt,(R”)(R”). 
Given gGll{idRn} C(R”)(R)i), we have ll(g(0) = 0) and l(Jg/ax(O) =0) since 
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l(&d,,!/Jx=O). Modifying gl, suitably by composing it with an isomorphism 
taking x=g(O) to 0 (a,: ~I(n)Gll{x}) allows us to assume g(0) = 0. By Postulate 
1.1, gl, is iso, i.e., g is infinitesimally invertible at 0. 0 
In the next section we will prove the ‘hard’ part of Mather’s theorem, i.e., the 
reverse implication to the one we have just shown. 
Before continuing with the synthetic theory, let us make some observations 
regarding the definitions of equivalence, stability, and infinitesimal stability, for un- 
foldings (cf. [4,30]), with a view to deriving Wassermann’s theorem for unfoldings 
(regarding the equivalence of stability and infinitesimal stability, cf. [30]) directly 
from Mather’s theorem, by a suitable interpretation of the latter in g. 
An r-dimensional unfolding (cf. [30]) of a germ q E Cc(R”) is a germ <E C,“(R”+‘) 
such that 5 1 R12=q; where R”-+R”+’ is the map xw (x,0), OER’. 
An r-dimensional unfolding {E Cr(R”‘+’ ) (always of some germ VE Cr(R”) 
which need not be mentioned) is said to be infinitesimally stable (cf. [30, p. 931) if 
for every germ w E C,“(R”+’ x [0, l],R) a germ at O=(O,O,O) E R” xR’x [0, 11, of a 
smooth path beginning at r, (i.e., such that at E Com(R”+‘, R), t E [0, 11, is defined 
for ‘t near 0’, and is such that ~~=c), there exist smooth paths p, I,u,A, beginning 
at proj,,?, projR , and idR”, respectively, of germs, for t near 0, 
w(C;(R”+:R”), WI E C,“(R’+: R), and At E CF(R’, R’), 
such that for 
H(x, UT f) = w,(dG(@f(x, u), J.,(4), u), 
aH/at = 0, for (x, U, t) E R” x R’ x [0, l] near (0, 0,O). 
An r-dimensional unfolding r is called (strongly) stable (cf. [30, p. 881) if for each 
open neighbourhood 0 E UCR”+’ and representative f E C”(U) for 5, there is an 
open neighbourhood f E WC C”(U) - in the weak Cm-topology - such that for 
every g E W, there is (x0, u,,) E UCR” x R’ and an ‘r-dimensional equivalence’ 
(rp, v,A) from the germ of f at (x0, u,) to the germ of g at (p(xo, uo),A(uo)), i.e., 
local homeomorphisms cp, t,u, I at (x0, u,), (g(&xO, ~a), A(zQ)), ue), and uo, respective- 
ly, such that 
f (4 a) = w - ‘(g(&x, u), A(u)), u) 
for all (x, U) in some open neighbourhood of (x0, ~0). 
Notice that, whereas infinitesimal stability only involves the germs themselves, 
hence is an infinitesimal notion, stability is a local notion and involves taking 
representatives of the germs. In the synthetic approach, however, even (local) 
stability may be stated directly in terms of the germs and there is no need to in- 
troduce an ad hoc notion like that of an ‘r-dimensional equivalence’ in order to 
express it. More precisely, regarding an r-unfolding 5 as a germ A(r) L R’(“), i.e., 
as an element of R”(“) defined at stage A(r) in the topos, the same definitions of 
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stability and of infinitesimal stability given for internal germs in YJ apply to un- 
foldings. 
3.7. Proposition. Let f E C,“(R”+‘j b e an r-dimensional unfolding, and let f E R ‘(“) 
in 92 correspond - via the canonical isomorphism A(n + r) = A(n) x A(r) - to the 
global section f E, R A(n + r), in view of the fact that r(RA(n+r’) = C~(R”“). Then 
(a) f is infinitesimally stable as an r-dimensional unfolding if f is infinitesimally 
stable as a germ at OeRn of a map R’+R, in g; 
(b) f is (strongly) stable as an r-dimensional unfolding if f is stable as a germ at 
OER” of a map Rn-+R, in g. 
Proof. For the passages between smooth mappings in Sets between objects of global 
sections of objects in g and morphisms in g between such objects, which we shall 
employ directly, the reader is referred to the results of Bruno [3] (cf. also [17]). We 
begin with the synthetic notions and compare them - by interpreting them in CC? - 
with the corresponding classical notions, for unfoldings. 
(a) To say that f EAC,.) Rd(“) is infinitesimally stable, by Definition 3.2, is to state 
the validity of 
kdC,.r Vcc, E Vectdf) 30 E Vect(R”) Br E Vect(R) [CO = crJa) @/If(s)], 
using Proposition 3.3. To give cu E A(,.) Vect(f) is to give a commutative diagram 
A(r) 5 (R A(n))n 
To say that for cc) Ed Vect(f), 
LA@) XI0 E Vect(R”) ZIS E Vect(R) [CO = QJ(o) @PJ(t)] 
is to say that there is a covering of A(r) = C,“(R”) in Bop - necessarily trivial, and, 
since a covering, reduced to a single isomorphism A(r) &A(r), such that there exist 
cram Vect(R”) and SE&.) Vect(R), i.e., 
A(r)xR ‘_a,((R)DD A(r)xR “A (R”)o 
proj,,, 11 ZRn AR 11 nR 
R” 
commutative, such that 
k A(r) A *u = af(o) @b,(r). 
R 
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Since, in terms of the principal parts of these vector fields - also denoted 
CfXA((r)+R”(“) and regarded as w:A(n+r)+R; and with c_lO:A(n+r)-tR”, 
T lo : A(1 + r) + R, the above translates (as A *w(x, U) = o(x, A(u))) to infinitesimal 
stability as stated for unfoldings by an argument that is standard and will be made 
explicit synthetically in our proof of Mather’s theorem in Section 4 (Step 4 of 
Theorem 4.4), the claim is true. 
(b) To say that f~4(,) R”(“) is stable, by Definition 3.5 is to say that 
Im(vf)EA(r)P(Rd(“)) by the remarks made after Definition 3.5, but 
Im(vf) = U g ~4~~) Rd(“) 1 By, l Acr) Inf. inv,((R”)R”) ZII,V ~4~~) Inf. invO(RR) 
(g=WloOfo(U)lo)-‘O(X~(0))n. 
Equivalently, g ~4~~) Im(yJ) if there exists a covering of A(r), i.e. an isomorphism 
A :A(r)GA(r), as well as 
v, ~4~~) Inf. invO((R”)R”) and I,V ~4~~) Inf. invO(RR) 
such that 
~o(r)~*g=WloOfo(V)lo)-loalp(o). 
Now, in terms of global sections f~, Rd@‘+r), corresponding to feoo Rd(“), and 
ge, Rd(n+r), corresponding to g eACrj R ‘@), the condition can be restated as 
follows in terms of global sections (we use the same notation in this case) 
v)I~E(R~)~@+~) and I+vI~ER~(‘+~): the diagram 
A(n+r) 
(A iddcn)) 
b A(1 +r) 
commutes; i.e., for every (x,u)~A(n+r), the following equation holds: 
f(x, u) = (W)F ‘(g(C@, u), A(u)), a) 
where $V :A(1 + r) + ll{ w(O)} x A(r) is given by I,G = (I,U lo, id,,,,), which clearly 
shows the equivalence with the classical notion. 0 
These remarks make explicit what was merely a suggestion in [5], and modify, at 
the same time, the altogether too restrictive notion of equivalence of germs at 0 (or 
of their unfoldings) put forward therein. 
4. Mather’s theorem for germs 
We now deal with the implication ‘infinitesimally stable implies stable’, the part 
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of Mather’s theorem which is important - together with Thorn’s transversality 
theorem - in the classification of singularities with respect to equivalence. The pro- 
blem of classification is greatly simplified by the fact that, for many pairs of dimen- 
sion (n,m), the class of stable map (germs) is dense in the space of map (germs) 
R” + R”’ (using density results of the type of Thorn’s transversality theorem to 
establish the latter and the criterion provided by Mather’s theorem to identify the 
stable map (germs)). Our proof, below, follows rather closely that of [26], but dif- 
fers from it in that we deal directly with the germs as if they were mappings. 
The passage from the infinitesimal to the local in the proofs of Mather’s theorem 
is done in two steps, which we shall isolate as postulates. From infinitesimal stability 
off - interpreted as saying that the associated map vj is a submersion at (id, id) E G 
- a similar condition is first derived for any germ g in some neighbourhood off 
for the weak topological structure on the object Rd(‘). This is the (geometric) 
essence of the Weierstrass-Malgrange-Mather P eparation theorem [21], usually 
stated in an algebraic form. The second step is to locally integrate certain vector 
fields which arise from a judicious application of the Preparation theorem. Modulo 
these two ‘jumps’, the proof is rather simple and can be carried out completely in 
the synthetic context. As we are interested in interpretation of the theorem in g, 
the postulates adopted should be valid therein, but this is indeed the case, as we shall 
indicate. 
We begin by recalling (cf. [7]) the postulate of d-integration of vector fields - 
shown in [lo] to be valid in % - and to derive from it a special form for time- 
dependent systems, as needed in our proof. 
Let Flow(R” xd, R”) be the object of flows, where f E (R”)(R”Xd) is a flow if for 
all XER~, f(x,O)=x, and 
f(x,t+r)=f(f(x,t),r), 
for all x, t, r with XE Rn and t, r E A. Given any vector field < on R”, with principal 
part g E (R”)R’, any solution f E (R”)(R”XLJ) of the differential equation 
(*) 
df 
z (x, t) = g(f (x, t)), 
is a flow of C in the sense that it satisfies the flow equation and in addition, the 
velocity vectors are the field vectors, i.e., 
f(x,t+d)=C(f(x,t),d) 
for all x, t, d with XE Rn, t E 6 and d E D. It follows from Axiom I that, from the flow 
equation and f (x, 0) =x, one gets: f (x, d) = <(f (x, 0), d) = f (x, 0) + d. (df/dt)(x, 0) = 
f (x, 0) + d. g(x), for every x E R, d E D, hence a solution to the differential equation 
(*) above. 
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Postulate WA2 (Infinitesimal integration of vector fields). The map 
F~o~(R”x~,R”)+(R”)~’ 
given by the rule 
f- $(x,r) 
t=o 
is a bijection. 
Equivalently, denoting M= R”, the above says - more suggestively - that 
Vg~(R”)“3!f44MxA VxEMVtEd f(x,O)=x*$(x,t)=g(f(x,t)) . 1 
From the above Postulate WA2 follows (basically as in [IS]): 
4.1. Proposition (Time-dependent systems). Let n >O, M= R”. Then the following 
holds: 
Vg~(R”)[“~11xM~!f44MxA Vx~MV’t~(dn[0,1]) 
f(x,0)=xh~(xJ)=g(S(xJ),l) . 
I 
Proof. Given ge (R”)‘0311xM, define 8~ Rx (R”)I”,‘lxM by the following: 
g(s, x) = (1, g(s, x)) for s E [0, 11, x E M. 
Using Postulate WA2, we get a (unique) d-flow for 2 in the form of an 
fE [O, l] xM’Q’JxMX*, such that, for all SE [0, 11, xeA4 and t GA: 
f(s, x, 0) = 6, x) 7 
(*) 
i- 
d! 
-&%X,t~=m~,x,~N. 
Equivalently, as indicated earlier, for d E D and (s,x) E [0, l] EM, t, TE d, 
(**) 
i 
J;(s,x,d>=(S,x)+d.g(x,s), -- 
f(s 4 t + f-j = f (f (s, x, t ), r) . 
In terms of the two components off, given, respectively by 
_ 
f, E 10911 [0, l]xMxA and fZE~[OJlxMx*, 
we get, from (**), two separate sets of conditions, using the first to express the se- 
cond more meaningfully, as follows. First, obtain 
(**)I 
j=,(s,x,d)=s+d, 
7, (s, x, t + r) =A (7, 6, x, t ), “as x, t ), r), 
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However, the unique extension of the map D -+ [0, l] given by d - s + d, for fixed 
s E [0, 11, to a d-flow, must be the map t H s + t : A + [0, I]; in other words, we must 
have f,(s,x, t) =s+ t for all SE [O, 11, XEM, t E A. With it, the second equation of 
(**)r reduces to the (uninteresting) equation .s + (t + r) = (s + t) + r, for all s E [0, 11, 
t, red. But we may use the fact that f,(s,x, t) =s+ t, in the following, which is also 
derived from (**), 
(**)2 
t 
f*(S,x,d)=x+d.g(S,x), 
72(.% x, t + r) =_72@ + t, f2(s, 4 t), 7) 
i.e., equivalently 
(**I 
Finally, from f2~M’0,11xMxd, derive fgMMxA by letting 
J-(x, t) =J;(O,x, 1). 
Notice that f is unique with the properties 
for all x E M, 
for allxEM, tE(dfl[O,l]). q 
4.2. Remarks. (a) We shall apply Proposition 4.1 for germs gE ((Rn)‘oT’l)d(n), i.e., 
for gE(~“)([O’rlx.MO) . This presents no problems, in view of Axiom III, as we can 
first extend this g globally and then proceed to obtain f E (R”)(RnXA) as above, to 
which we then assign its restriction, i.e., its germ f lo E (Rn)(A(n)xA), the latter satis- 
fying (uniquely) the conditions in Proposition 4.1. 
(b) By [7, Prop. 11.3.51, d-flows can be extended uniquely to local flows (on 
account of Axiom III). The effect of the passage from the d-infinitesimal to the (in- 
trinsic) local, is to produce, for a d-flow f of a time-dependent system, an extension 
Ll(n)xR 
to some intrinsic neighbourhood H of d(n) x (0) CA(H) x R, f a flow. It follows 
that H = A(n) x (- E, E) for some E may be assumed, and for the flow equation to be 
satisfied, this will be so on n(n) x ((-s,e)fl[O, 11) hence, on o(n) x [O,E’] for some 
O<E’I 1. 
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(c) If fMMXU is a flow for 0 E UC R, the flow equation guarantees that 
fe (MM) U is actually an element fE (Is0 MM) ‘. Indeed, for any t E U, f(r))’ exists 
and is given by f(- t), provided - t E U, as follows from: id =f(x, 0) =f(x, t + (- t)) = 
f(f(x, t), -t>. 
Postulate P (Preparation theorem). Let V be a neighbourhood off in R”(“) for the 
intrinsic topological structure. Let 
be any morphism such that @(f)(r) =f for all t E [O, 11. Then, if dyocf) is surjective 
at 
(projRn:[O,l]xR”+R”, projR:[O,l]xR+R), 
it follows that for some intrinsic open neighbourhood f e V’C V, dy,~~ is surjec- 
tive at 
(proj,,f : V’x[O,l]xR”+R”, proj,: V’x[O,l]xR+R). 
4.3. Theorem (Preparation theorem). Postulate P holds in g. 
Proof. For A representable in %?, A = C”(R’)/K in B, and SEA R’(“) infinitesimally 
stable, and @ EA (R”(“))(R”‘“‘X’““‘) such that @(f, t) =f for every t E [0, 11. 
Taking global sections, we get F=T(@), a mapping 
F 
Z(K) x COW? - Cp”o, x ,l,o,W x K-h 11) 
which is smooth in the first variable (Z(K) is a submanifold of R’j and continuous 
in the second variable, where the spaces C,“(R”) and Cl:1 x~,,ol(Rn x [0, 11) are 
regarded as topological spaces with the weak Cm-topology. We also have that, for 
each A E Z(K), F&f(A))(t) =f(A) is infinitesimally stable for every t E [0, 11. By [26, 
Lemma 2.31, from 
surjective, it follows that on some open 
W,=(U,nZ(K))x I’,cZ(K)xC,“(R”) 
with U~C R’ open in the Euclidean topology and V, C C,“(Rn) open in the weak 
cm-topology, 
surjective, for each A E Z(K). 
Get a countable { U,}C{ WA} such that { Ua} covers R’ so that { U,flZ(K)} 
covers Z(K). From CG I,,@/~FI, surjective (always at the appropriate projections) 
- 
it follows, for A,=(C”(U,)/K) lU,, that 
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E=A, a@ l,,,,Oh lncvn, is surjectk 
where A is as in Proposition 1.10. Since {A, -+A} covers, this gives 
LA ~IVWEP(R’(“)) [(f~ W)A(aQl,O/$~, is surjective)]. 0 
We now prove: 
4.4. Theorem (Infinitesimal stability implies stability). Let f~ RdCn) with f(0) = 0. 
Then, if f is infinitesimally stable, f is stable. 
Proof. The proof will be broken up into five steps. 
Step 1. Consider 
Q E (@“))(R’(“‘x 1% II) 
given by 
@(g,t)=t*g+(l-t)*f. 
Notice already, that 
@(f,t)=f for any tf5[0,1], 
and 
@(g, 0) = f for any g E R”(“). 
Let V= V@(n), 1, J; E) be given, for some E > 0, E < 1, E E R. We have f E V and V 
a basic open for the weak topological structure. Since the latter is subintrinsic by 
Proposition 1.6, I/ is also an intrinsic open neighbourhood of f in R”(“). 
We now claim that the restriction I/x [0, l] of @, has value in V. Indeed, if ge I’, 
t E [0, 11, by definition of V, 
so that 
V,Y E d(n) Kg(x) -f(x)) E (- E, 41 
Vx~d(n) [(teg(x)+(l -t). f(x)-f(x))E(- t&, te)] 
since the expression in parenthesis is just t. (g(x) -f(x)). Since t E [l, 01, (- te, te) c 
(- E, E) and the claim is proved. Thus, we assume that we are dealing with 
fe V and @(f)(t) =f for all t E [0, 11; also @(g)(O) =f for any ge I’. 
Furthermore, we claim that for any intrinsic neighbourhood off and V’C V, and 
any O<c’c 1, 
$[ v’x [0, E’]] is an intrinsic neighbourhood of f. 
To prove it, let 0 < t 5 E’ be arbitrary, and view f = t. f + (1 - t) . f l I/. Since O< t, 
t E R * so that the following makes sense and is true since, by assumption, I” is an 
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intrinsic neighbourhood of f contained in V: 
VhEV[1(t-‘+2-(1-t)f)=f)vt-‘+2-(1-t)f)EV’] 
but, this is so iff 
i.e., 
VhE v[l(h=f)vhE@(~X[O,&‘])]. 
This proves the claim. 
Step 2. Apply Postulate P to @. This gives some intrinsic neighbourhood v’ of 
f with aQi,,,@Q,. surjective. For the vector field 
W” o=TEVect(@)v: Yx[O,l]xd(n)-+R) 
this says that there exist 
and 
aEVect(Yx[O,l]xd(n)~R’), 
sEVect(I/‘x [O, l] xd 3,), 
with 
Step 3. Apply Postulate WA2 to the vector fields o,r, or, equivalently, to their 
corresponding principal parts 
g,E(p)wQllwn), 
g,ER 
v’x 10, I] xd 
This gives (uniquely) the existence of 
fOE(R”)~x~(“)xto~&‘j and frERV’Xdxk’l 
satisfying, for each f’ E I/‘, x E d (n), y Ed , and t E [0, E’], the following two sets of 
conditions: 
dfo 
-dt(f:x,t)=g,Cf:1,f,Cf:x,t)) 
and 
df, 
-,,Lf:y,t)=g,(f:t,f,(f:y,t)) 
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as follows from Proposition 4.1, with f’ fixed throughout, and with an interchange 
of variables which is more suitable here. (Remarks 4.2 are also relevant.) 
Notice now that for f’= f, since @(J; t)(x) =f(x) for every XE d(n) and t E [O, 11, 
we may take a, r in Step 2, satisfying 
and 
oCf,t,x)(d)=x for all LIED, x~d(n), IE[O, 11, 
s(J;t,y)(d)=y for all LIED, yeA, tE[O,l]. 
Correspondingly, we have 
and 
g,Cf,t,x)=O for any tE [O, 11, xeA(n), 
g,(Lt,Y)=O for any tE[O, 11, YEA(n). 
Therefore, the unique solutions f,, f, satisfy 
and 
df, 
-$fix,t)=O and f,(Lx,O)=x, 
df, 
~UY,t)=O and f,(f,v,O)=y. 
which say, respectively, that f,, f, do not depend on t, i.e., that 
f,dfx,t)=x and f,(f,_Jst)=y, 
and so, f,(J; t) : d(n) --* d(n) and f,(J; t) : A +A are both the identity. Recall also 
(Remark 4.2(c)) that for any f’E I/‘, 
f,(f:t):d(n)-*ll{x} and f,(f’,t):d -11(y) 
are isomorphisms for each TV [0, E’], where x=f,cf: t)(O) and y =f,(f’, t)(O). 
Step 4. For (f’, t) E v’x [O,E’], with x=f,(f’, t)(O) andy=f,(f’, t)(O), the diagram 
commutes iff 
D@ Iv 
,,(f’,t)=cr,i,..(a)Op~i,,(T). 
To prove this claim, reformulate it as follows, first: 
Qp,= GI~@,,~H,-’ 
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for 
H=(projl,f,,proj3): VxA(n)X[O,e’]+ VXd(n)x[O,E’l. 
H=(projl,f,,proj3): V’xdx[O,E’]~I/‘XdX[O,E’l. 
Notice that 
DH 
(7=---_-H-’ 
DC 
dt 
and z= - oGP’. 
dt 
Calculate (*): 
synthetically. 
Now, G, ’ 0 G, = id for any t E [O, F’], therefore (D/dt)(G; ’ 0 G,) = 0. Thus, 
((D/dt)G-loG)@((G~l)Do(DG/dt))=O and so, (DG-l/dt)=-(G-‘)DoG-l. 
Replacing the above in (*), we get 
=(G-‘fo 
DQ, DH 
--oG-lo@@-@@Do-oH-l OH 
dt dt I 
= (Gpl)Do $ @ -a@(a) 1 OH. 
But, (G-l)D and H are iso, hence the right-hand side vanishes iff 
that is, 
$G~-l+~~H,)=O iff D$=am(~)@&(r). 
In particular, 
G,~‘o@,~H~=G~~o@~oH~ for all te[O,c’] 
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iff 
- = a@ (0) 0 P@(T). dt 
But, H,, G, are identities, hence 
G,-‘~@,oH,=@, for every te [O,c’] 
iff 
D@ 
- =%(~)OP@(t). 
dt 
Equivalently, for any f’E v’, 
~(f:t)=G(f’,t)O~(f:0)0HCf:t)~‘, for any tE[O,e’] 
iff 
D@ 
- =%((T)oP@(r). 
dt 
Step 5. Put the previous steps together now. In Step 1, take V’, F’ as appropriate 
by Step 2. For each @(f: t) E @[ v’x [0, E’]], which is an intrinsic neighbourhood of 
f in RdCn), we have that there exist f,cf’, t) and f,df: t) fitting into a commutative 
diagram as the one in Step 4, provided a, t are obtained from the vector field 
D@ 1 ,,dt in Step 3. 
Notice that this says that W= @[ V’x [0, E’]] is an open neighbourhood off in the 
intrinsic topological structure of R”(“) and that every g E W, say g = @cf: t) for 
f’ E v’ and t E [0, E’] is equivalent to f as a germ at x=f,(f’, t)(O). By uniqueness of 
the solutions to differential equations, we also have that if g =f, then f = @(f, 0) and 
we can take f,v, 0) = id, f,(J 0) = id, as we say earlier. This proves that f is stable. 
0 
4.5. Theorem (Internal Mather’s theorem). For any f ERA(‘), f is stable iff f is in- 
.finitesimally stable. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 3.6 and Theorem 4.4. 0 
Without further ado, we conclude - using, for that purpose, Proposition 3.7 - 
the corresponding theorem for unfoldings (cf. [30]), simply by interpreting Mather’s 
theorem in %? for generalized elements of R”(“) defined at stage d(r). 
4.6. Theorem (Wassermann’s theorem). For any r-dimensional f E C,“(R”+‘), f is 
stable lff f is infinitesimally stable. 0 
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